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Sebit’s mission is to 

contribute to the  

transformation of global 

education by bridging the 

gap between formal

education life and 21st 

century realities.

Sebit’s vision is to be a 

worldwide leader in 

educational technology 

for K-12 and to have a 

substantial role on 

changing the future of 

education. 
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ICLASS (EU)ADAPTIVE CURRICULUM (N. AMERICA)
TİYANYİ (CHINA)

VİTAMİN (MALAYSIA)

VİTAMİN (ARABIC)

ACVBOOKS (USA)

VİTAMİNA (S. AMERICA)

Sebit’s Global 

Presence
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Global Education 

Cloud

Investment in New Products & Services – Last 10 Years

CD-based middle 

school content 

Proof of concept with 

few content

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Primary school 
content online

with 3 ISPs

Vitamin High School 
launched

Vitamin Arabic

ProG for adult 
learning 
launched

VitaminEgitim.com

Educational 
Search Engine

Mobile 
education 
solutions

Full library of middle and 
high school content, teacher 

training programs

Vittrin Educational
Marketplace

Buki Öğreniyor

TEDdy’s Ready
English

V-Cloud

V-Class

V-Tablet

Consumer product 
in US

Vitamin Teachers’ Portal 
launched 

2013

Vitamin Spanish

2014

MoE Fatih 
Project 

Partnership

Personalized
University

Prep. Platform

2015 - 2017

HTML5 
Authoring 
Platform





SebitVCloud

Sebit’s Global Education Cloud solution is the gateway to successfully providing 1-to-1 education in the cloud for all 

stakeholders in education: students, teachers, schools administrators, and ministries of educations (MoE). The VCloud solution 

for 1-to-1 education is based on four main pillars:

Collaboration

• An education specific social 

platform 

• Provides communication and 

collaboration between teacher-

student, teacher-teacher, 

student-student. 

• It also serves different 

stakeholders like administrators 

(with different levels of 

authority and privileges from 

MoE to school principal).

Class Orchestration*

• Classroom Management

• Control devices (lock/unlock 

and manage peripherals) 

• Monitor student screens

• Apply poll and assessment

• Send students learning objects 

to interact with during the class 

sessionUse lesson plans

• Control whiteboard in class

Administration

• Helps manage;

• Users and groups

• Organisation

• Devices

• Policies

• Applications

• Analytics and reporting

Content Management

• Manage curriculum includng 

Learning outcomes

• Content and resouces 

management

• Content aggregation to support 

crowd-sourcing

* VClass is optional extension to SebitVCloud in case student devices are also introduced in the education system.
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Collaborative Learning Platform
An Answer to Increasing Needs in Education

NextGen 

Collaborative 

Learning 

Platform

Social 
Learning

Flipped 
Learning

Peer 
Learning

Continuous 
Communication

Instant 
Tracking

Project 
Based 

Learning

Instant 
Feedback

Academic 
Collaboration

Content 

Repository

Assessment 

and 

Evaluation 

Platform

Content and 

Curriculum 

Management

NextGen 

Collaborative 

Learning 

Platform
Policy 

Management

and Admin

Platform

Teachers’ 

Professional 

Development 

Platform

User 

Management

ePortfolio

Detailed 

Analytics and 

Reporting

Class 

Orchestration

Needs Integrated Solutions

SebitVCloud is developed in 

order to accommodate the 

emerging needs of 21st century 

learning and emerged as a next 

generation education management 

system based on a collaboration 

and communication platform.
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Main Components of SebitVCloud

• Homework Assignment and Reporting

• Test Assignment and Personalized Learning

• ePortfolio

• Collaboration Features
• Polling

• Discussion

• File Sharing in Feeds

• Creating Activities

• Calender

• NextGen Content Development
• Vfab: HTML5 Authoring Platform

• Item and Test Creation

• Assessment and Evaluation Reports

• Curriculum Management

• Detailed Institutional Reporting

• Teachers’ Professional Development

• Mobile Applications
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Rich Content Repository

Curriculum based lesson plans with interactive activity

objects, animations, summary documents, exercises,

formative tests and VBooks...

VCloud comes with the optional, award winner high

quality Math & Science content from Adaptive

Curriculum (www.adaptivecurriculum.com) to enable

the users to start using the platform even on the first

day.

VCloud Content

A special application for teachers to use in class to

provide access to and use of VCloud content as well

as drawing tools even when the class is offline.

VCloud Smartboard Application

Ready Lesson Plans

http://www.adaptivecurriculum.com/
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Rich Content Repository:

The content 

library includes 

high quality 

visual, fully 

interactive core 

curriculum 

content on:
• Math and

Science for 

middle school 

and

• Algebra I & II, 

Geometry, 

Probability & 

Statistics,  

Biology, Physics 

and Chemistry 

for high school 

®

http://www.adaptivecurriculum.com/us/texas/
http://www.adaptivecurriculum.com/us/texas/
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VClass – Class Orchestration

Windows version

Android version



Customer Success Story - 1

Sebit’s solution was just what we needed in the Fatih 

Initiative that we’re running in all  of our schools as of 

today. It covers end-to-end all necessary components 

from classroom management to content in the 

highest available standards. Sebit had been good 

partner in providing us the top quality solution we 

asked for.

Dinçer Ateş – Yegitek 

(Ed.Tech. Directorate of Turkish MoNE)

VContent helped to embrace the publishers and teachers 

to include thier own content into the system even at the 

early stages

Control and management of the tablets in the classrooms 

was an issue before VClass

VCollab changed the whole way of collaboration and 

communication after the class hours. Teachers and 

students can share anything regardless of time and place

Win Results
Turkish Ministry of 

National Education
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An architecture that takes care of 

poor connectivity at schools was 

designed to include school cache 

servers providing seamless cloud 

services in school.

High quality curriculum content and 

the flexibility provided to teachers to 

create and use their own lesson plans 

were game changers to get the 

teachers and students on board even 

on the first day.

VClass was a critical component to 

provide a control mechanism for 

teachers as well as efficiently conduct 

lessons using the lesson plans they 

created using VContent. Besides re-

use of VClass sessions after the class 

even at home was a great benefit for 

those who missed that particular 

class.

The «Cloud Education Platform» project provided both online and 

near offline solutions to cover all scenarios where access to the 

internet can be limited due to geographical constraints. All steps in 

the 1-to-1 education flow, including the tablet setup for delivery, 

activation, device management, class management, content 

ecosystem, communication and collaboration platform, etc. were 

elaborated and adapted to the requirements of the Malaysian 

Ministry of Education.

Cloud Education Platform has 

been implemented in 

coordination with BTP, and a 

proof-of-concept has been 

completede successfully.
BTP

(Bahagian 

Teknologi 

Pendidikan)

Customer Reference Project - 2
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Awards of Vitamin/Adaptive Curriculum 
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On May 5th, 2009, Adaptive Curriculum has been chosen as the “Best Online 
Instructional Solution” in the Software & Information Industry Association (SIIA)'s 
24th Annual CODiE Awards.

Awards of Vitamin/Adaptive Curriculum 
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World Communication Awards 2009

“Best Content Service Globally”

®
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On May 10th, 2012, Adaptive Curriculum has won the 2012 CODiE Award for 
the Best Virtual School Solution for Students.

Awards of Vitamin/Adaptive Curriculum 
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On May 6th, 2013, Adaptive Curriculum has won the 2013 CODiE Award for 
the Best Virtual Learning Solution.

Awards of Vitamin/Adaptive Curriculum 
Awards of Vitamin/Adaptive Curriculum 


